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    Service quality is a vital factor for a container shipping enterprise to succeed in 
the over competitive shipping market. Unfortunately the management of most of 
container shipping enterprise in our country is incompetent for service quality. The 
low-level service is impossible to satisfy the customers fully. For this reason, the 
thesis is devoted to research on service quality management of container shipping 
enterprise. 
Reviewing the present studies of service quality, the theory of service quality 
management is summarized in the thesis .Based on the analysis of the present 
situation of service quality management, combined with the characteristics of service 
of container shipping enterprise, the thesis presents the consisting factor and building 
steps about the service quality management system of container shipping enterprise. 
With a basic process including Service Quality Plan, Service Quality Control and 
Service Quality Improvement, the thesis goes on studying the service quality 
management of container shipping enterprise. It presents the main content of service 
quality plan of container shipping enterprise according to the theory of Total Quality 
Management, and apply Quality Function Deploy to carry out Service Quality Plan 
for container shipping enterprise, analyzing the customer quality demand and 
deploying the service elements to make it satisified. 
It studies the service quality control system of container shipping enterprise at 
three aspects: service quality index system, service quality cost and service quality 
control measures. Firstly it goes to seting up a service quality index system as per the 
characterics of container shipping enterprise,and presenting the methods of 
comprehensive evaluation for the service quality. Secondly it presents the 
optimization of service quality cost of container shipping enterprise based on 
analyzing the consist of the said cost. Then it goes to analyzing the service quality 
control measures accoding to the characterics of container shipping enterprise. 
After analysing the type of service quality problem, it presents the target of 
service quality improvement of container shipping enterprise and the running process 
of improvement. 















Considering the characterics of container shipping enterprise,the thesis concludes 
some methods of service quality management of container shipping enterprise on the 
base of the present theory of service quality management.It should has some helpful 
value to service quality management for container shipping enterprise. 
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